The smart high-pressure champion

LubiCool-S

Plug-and-play – quick installation and start-up
Ex stock – short delivery times and a favourable price-performance ratio
High wear resistance – longer service life and greater reliability
LED status display – everything at a glance
Standardised structure – can be configured and retrofitted

Modular design – compact and flexible

Find out more about our high-pressure champion at www.knoll-mb.com
Small but mighty

The LubiCool®-S impresses with its compact and modular design. It saves space while offering effective filtration. With its plug-and-play system, it can be installed in just 30 minutes, is easy to operate and is fully compatible with all machines thanks to its standard interface. Retrofits are also possible without any hassle.

Smart cost savings

The proven KNOLL components, such as the KTS screw spindle pump, embody quality and wear resistance. This results in an up to 600 % longer service life, three times fewer oil changes per year and, for you, reliability. The high-pressure supply of cooling lubricant even shortens the cycle time by up to 10 %.

The choice is yours

With our LubiCool® series, KNOLL is a full-range supplier for automatic lathes with a fixed/sliding headstock. We have the ideal solution for your requirements – ex stock. Consult our experts and choose your LubiCool®-S, M or L.